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Liouba's instruction to download and get theAUSTIN, Texas – Another U.S. Army veteran who served in both Afghanistan and
Iraq told a nationally-syndicated radio host he was trying to get out of a Texas public bus when a white man started yelling at

him. The incident, which was captured in a video posted on Facebook, was the latest to cause outrage on social media over the
treatment of people in uniform. The video, which was posted by KFYO-TV in Lubbock, begins by focusing on the 49-year-old
veteran and an unidentified man confronting each other on a Greyhound bus that stops at a bus station in Brackenridge, Texas.

"It's your fault," the unidentified man says. "All you African-Americans have to do is leave this country and you'd be able to get
a house. You can have cars. I'm working three jobs to give you what I got. And you sit here, you have your own country. You're
supposed to be upset." The video then pans out to show the entire group of people standing in front of the bus. One of them, a
woman, said she knew a man who had been in Afghanistan, and that he was using his military experience to try to make a case
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for himself in the conversation. "Man, the last four years, I have been in Afghanistan, I have been on a base that's over 20 miles
long, a base that's running on 700 single-fifties," he says. "There's no way you understand what that life is like. But when you
hear someone say, 'I have been there,' you don't understand it." The visibly frustrated man then says, "I really don't care." The
woman says "man," "really" and other expletives before breaking out into tears as the bus begins to move. The video ends with

the woman smiling as the bus leaves the bus station. Earlier this year, the U. 3da54e8ca3
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